LUTHER ON WOMEN

Martin Luther, of course, never dreamed of ordaining women. But when he encouraged priests to marry and later married himself, he opened the door to a new partnership between men and women based on mutuality and friendship. For centuries Christians valued a life of monastic celibacy more highly than marriage and family. The Reformation challenged this credo. As if to expose an ancient slander, the Reformers left touching portraits of their wives as indispensable companions in ministry. Luther boasted simply: "I would not give up my Katie for France or Venice." The Reformers transferred the accolades previously reserved for celibacy and the monastery to marriage and family life. Karlstadt spoke for many Reformers when he said, "It is better to make a home and teach the Word of God to one's family than to mutter frigid prayers alone in a sanctuary."

Luther, to be sure, was a man of his time and to a large extent viewed women in terms of the needs of his time. In the sixteenth century women were needed to bear and raise many children in order that a few might survive to maturity. The natural restrictions of childbearing meant that women were dependent on and subordinate to men. Luther believed that this natural subordination of women was confirmed by Scripture, as Paul notes in 1 Corinthians 14:34-35. Luther also believed that women did not possess the natural qualities needed for ministry, such as a strong voice, clear expression, and good memory. While these qualities can be developed, such training was simply an unrealistic expectation for the majority of women in the sixteenth century.
Nevertheless, that women needed to devote themselves to children and home did not mean that women could never preach publicly and administer the sacraments. When Luther attacked the clericalism of his day, he asserted that even women serve in the public ministry of the church when they baptize in emergency situations:

Not only baptism but also preaching and granting absolution can be done by women if men are not available, as is the case in nunneries. Could women administer communion? This sacrament is, to be sure, never an emergency sacrament as baptism can be. And communion is not a more important sacrament than baptism and absolution, since all three sacraments are founded on the same Word of God. Luther even said that there is but one sacrament, Christ, and three sacramental signs (baptism, communion, absolution). Clearly what matters most for Luther is that God's visible and audible Word (Augustine) be proclaimed. The proclaimer/administrator plays a secondary role in the drama of salvation.

CAN WOMEN REPRESENT CHRIST?

Some traditions say “no.” The Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod argues on the basis of a biblical literalism that women should not exercise authority over men in the church. The Roman Catholic Church has said “no” because women lack physical similarity to Jesus. Only males can assume the iconic role of representing Christ in the Eucharist. If ordained ministry means re-presenting Christ, the logic of the Catholic position is compelling. Some feminists agree with Catholic doctrine that ministry means re-presentation. In order to include women as representatives of Christ, they emphasize that clergy represent Jesus’ humanity and that his sex and race are secondary matters. The problem with this position is that by de-emphasizing the particularity of Jesus as a first century male Jew, this view tends toward Gnosticism.

LUTHER ON MINISTRY

What has been decisive for twentieth century Lutherans facing the question of ordaining women is Luther’s view of priesthood and public ministry. In place of the distinction between priest and layman, Luther affirmed the priesthood of all believers. No special spiritual callings or special gifts of grace set Christians apart from
one another: "All baptized women are the spiritual sisters of all baptized men, having the same sacrament, spirit, faith, spiritual gifts and goods. . . ." All baptized Christians are given the command, "Go make disciples of all nations. . . ." All are authorized to proclaim the promises of Christ whatever their station in life.

Yet within the church some Christians are called to the public ministry of Word and sacrament. The Gospel itself gives definition and identity to the public office. The whole notion is as simple and pragmatic as Paul’s question in Romans 10:14. If faith comes through hearing, how are they to hear without a preacher? God commands his word be spoken in sermons and made visible in sacraments. In the Augsburg Confession, Article 5 states:

To obtain such faith God instituted the office of the ministry, that is, provided the Gospel and the sacraments. Through these, as through other means, God gives the Holy Spirit, who works faith, when and where he pleases, in those who hear the Gospel.

For Lutherans ordained ministry means proclamation of the Gospel rather than re-presentation of Christ. The ordained minister is not a priest in a sacrificial ritual or a persuader urging a Christian view of life, but a proclaimer of the promises of Christ. Because ordained ministry means proclaiming the promises of Christ, then proclaimers of the promises cannot be restricted to those who are male, Jewish, or whatever. No accidents of birth, neither race nor sex, can disqualify one from ordination. Re-presentation is not the issue. What matters is delivering the message, the promises of Christ, "to you." As Luther wrote:

For our faith and the sacrament must not be based on the person whether he is godly or evil, consecrated or unconsecrated, called or an impostor, whether he is the devil or his mother, but upon Christ, upon his word, upon his office, upon his command and ordinance; where these are in force, there everything will be carried out properly, no matter who or what the person might be.

The Lutheran understanding of ministry is expressed with particular clarity in the final report of the eighth round of the U.S. Lutheran-Catholic dialogue: "Christ alone is the sole mediator and the one who is mediated." More specifically, applied to our question, "the word and the sacraments are sometimes spoken of as 'means' (Mittel, instrumenta) through which the Holy Spirit gives faith to those who receive the gospel (CAS)." Lutherans "rarely
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speak of ‘mediation’ in this connection and prefer rather to speak of the ministry of word and sacrament, the actual doing of the deed in the living present.” Lutherans have refrained from extending the category of the means of grace “through exemplary or properly authorized intermediaries” in such a way that “mediation (is extended) ecclesiologically via sacramental ordination, episcopacy, and perhaps speaking of the church as sacrament here on earth....”

To sum it all up: the decision in 1970 to ordain women was not traumatic for Lutherans largely because it did not involve fundamental change in their doctrine of ministry. Since the Augsburg Confession of 1530, Lutherans have held that ordained ministry means proclamation rather than re-presentation through a special priesthood which stands in persona Christi. The office of ministry, that is, the actual preaching of the word and sacraments, is divinely ordained, even though ordained ministers, male or female, are not in themselves instruments of salvation.

ECUMENICAL CONSEQUENCES

Wolfhart Pannenberg, a Lutheran Professor at Munich, Germany, has said “the greatest obstacle to ecumenism anywhere” is women’s ordination. If this is true, then perhaps for the sake of Christian unity, women ought not be ordained? After all, as Lutherans have said, ordaining women is not a status confessionis question for Lutherans, that is: binding for the faith. Lutherans may legitimately differ on this matter without the Gospel itself being at stake. But is Pannenberg’s statement true? Are women the greatest obstacle to unity? Even if Lutherans ordained only men, Lutheran orders would still be judged deficient by Anglican, Roman Catholic, and Orthodox churches. Basic differences on the question of ministry remain. The question of ordaining women is a secondary question that quickly leads to primary questions that have divided the churches for centuries: questions about the nature and purpose of ordained ministry, teaching authority, and the role of the church in salvation.

For example, in the Roman Catholic Church the question about women priests has been decisively addressed. Pope John Paul II has said there must be “no more discussion” of women priests. In his May 1994 Apostolic Letter, Ordinatio Sacerdotalis, the pope writes, “I declare that the Church has no authority whatsoever to confer
priestly ordination on women and that this judgment is to be definitively held by all the Church's faithful."

In using the word "definitively," the Pope has upped the ante in matters of papal authority. According to some sources, he wanted to make this an infallible, ex cathedra declaration, but his more moderate advisors counseled against this. He seems to have held that this was too important to leave to the ordinary magisterium and introduced a new category of teaching, "definitively," heretofore unknown in the terminology of papal teaching authority. It would seem that this declaration is not strictly infallible but more infallible than previous pronouncements on this question."

Of course, even absolute papal statements have changed over the centuries, as numerous scholars have noted. Already Ordinatio Sacerdotalis has been challenged. For example, the Belgian Catholic bishops responded to Ordinatio Sacerdotalis by calling for a broader discussion about tradition:

Is tradition really the sole norm of faith, and if so what is the meaning of the Spirit's guidance? More generally, are there no new questions that have not been answered by tradition because they have not previously been asked?

In spite of the Pope's definitive ruling there is much discussion and questioning among Catholic laity, priests, bishops, religious and theologians, as every reader of independent Catholic journals knows.

WHICH GOSPEL SHALL WE PREACH?

Pannenberg's claim that women's ordination is the greatest obstacle to ecumenism was made partly in response to the now-notorious "Re-Imagining" Conference held in Minneapolis, Minnesota, in November 1993. The question of ordaining women, according to Pannenberg, has grown in magnitude because the Vatican sees it as being linked to radical feminism. The linkage between the ordination of women and radical feminism is troublesome. To be sure, some women promote heretical doctrines as new feminist truths. The Re-Imagining Conference was widely criticized in the independent journals of mainline churches for promoting heretical doctrines. Yet throughout church history the presence of male heretics has not caused the churches to consider refusing to ordain any men at all. So why should no woman be ordained just because some women are heretics? Nevertheless, many Lutheran women and men would agree
with Pannenberg that radical feminism is "counterproductive to women's best interests in the church." 

Women, Lutheran or otherwise, do not agree upon what is in their best interests. Christina Hoff Sommers, a philosophy professor at Clark University in Worcester, Massachusetts, describes current divisions in secular feminism as a conflict between "equity" feminism and "gender" feminism. Equity feminism is simply the belief in the moral and legal equality of the sexes. An equity feminist wants for women what she wants for everyone – a level playing field and equal opportunity. Gender feminism, on the other hand, is an all-encompassing ideology that says women are trapped in a patriarchal oppressive system and the only way out is by constructing new realities based on women's experience.

A similar fault line exists between Lutheran feminists. Lutheran equity feminists believe in and work for the equality of men and women in the church. This includes the ordination of women and their access to all levels of church leadership. At the same time equity feminists pledge themselves to the same confessional standards as do the men in their church: salvation is by faith alone, through grace alone, in Christ alone. These Lutheran women are not ashamed to hold that Christian faith and language are tied to historical particularity, to the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus, a first century male Jew.

Lutheran gender feminists, by contrast, generally assert that Christianity is fatally flawed by patriarchal assumptions and must be fundamentally revised or "re-imagined" to reflect their own experience. In doing so, such feminist theologians abandon the particularity of the gospel and their theologies become a reflection of feminist consciousness. Not surprisingly, when experience has control and priority over revelation, then God reveals to you what you always wanted to hear. Theologians, including Lutheran feminist theologians, who grant hermeneutical weight to human experience implicitly challenge the Lutheran way of doing theology, which is to promote Christ alone (was Christum treibet).

In 1995, American Lutherans marked the twentieth-fifth anniversary of the ordination of women. The official ELCA celebration of this event is titled, "Breaking Open the Jar: 25 years of Remembrance and Hope." This three day event "honors the gifts of women" and generally focuses on women and their achievements. Among the objectives for the event, there is none which mentions the Gospel of Jesus Christ and only one activity – finding inclusive images for God – mentions the Lord whom women have been called to serve. Worship
services will "emphasize contemplation," not the proclamation characteristic of the Lutheran tradition. Interest groups will focus primarily on relational questions - how women relate to male colleagues, laity, mobility in the church, and ministry and mothering. There are no interest groups raising questions about feminist theology from a Lutheran perspective or exploring the richness of the Lutheran doctrine of ministry. The program is focused on power and image issues and seems designed exclusively by Lutheran gender feminists.

The tone of this and other official celebrations of this anniversary prompted one female seminary professor to write the following:

I am happy to join the church in celebrating (the 25th anniversary of the ordination of women). We should however, remember that wherever we find ourselves in the ministry of the church, our task is to proclaim Christ, and him crucified. There is no other reason for calling women into the ministry. For this reason, I am distressed to note that too many of the celebrations of this event seem to focus on the gifts women bring to the task of proclamation, rather than the joyful Gospel they are called to preach. In most of the publicity for the celebrations of this anniversary, there has been too little about our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ, and too much about women. This lack of witness to Jesus Christ would have mystified our foremothers, from Mary, the Mother of Our Lord, to the woman who broke open the alabaster jar, on down to the women missionaries of the last 150 years who could not stop telling of Jesus because of what he had done for them and could do for others by his death and resurrection. We should do no less. 40

Other Lutheran women, like this professor, are challenging the leadership of Lutheran gender feminists. An ad-hoc group of ordained Lutheran women is hosting an independent celebration parallel to the official three day gathering. Calling themselves Daughters of the Word, they are offering a single evening event that focuses on the Lutheran understanding of ordination and celebrates the newfound wholeness of the church that has come through the inclusion of Lutheran women in ordained ministry.41
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